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Assalamu Alaikum. Peace Be Upon You.

It gives me great pleasure and an honor to introduce you to BASMAH, Bangladesh Ameri-
can Society of Muslim Aid for Humanity. We are a nonprofit organization based in the USA 
dedicated to helping people in Bangladesh. The philosophy of BASMAH is to empower 
communities and individuals by brightening their lives through better opportunities. 
BASMAH aims to restore hope to those who have been subject to very unfortunate circum-
stances and are suffering, like the Rohingya Refugees and many underprivileged people 
in Bangladesh. By helping them we intend to enable them to break out of the cycle of 
poverty and change their lives for good which will echo for generations to come.
We work with dedication to deliver necessary services to the underserved people in a 
sustainable, ethical, transparent, and effective manner. In addition to that, BASMAH helps 
the disadvantaged by creating opportunities towards a better future through multiple 
training, employment, and self-sustainability initiatives. With your generosity we intend to 
transform many lives for good.

This annual report gives us the opportunity to present what we have been able to achieve 
together in 2022. We have been providing long-term aid and assistance to Rohingya 
refugees to alleviate their suffering and also, working hard for the local communities in 
Bangladesh to achieve our goal. With Allah’s blessing and your help, we have been taking 
on this challenge and we will continue to do so.
I thank you, our hundreds of donors and organizations for your contributions. These contri-
butions have allowed us to stand by the most deserving people and ensure that we 
provide our beneficiaries the treatment they deserve. We are very dedicated to making 
the cost for operations as minimal as possible and I am proud to announce that in 2022, 
we have begun working on the ground directly as a registered foreign NGO after receiving 
approval from the Government of Bangladesh (Reg No. 3325) which means we do not 
need to partner anymore. We are privileged to have such wonderful donors and partners 
on this journey, and we are grateful for your contribution to BASMAH. 

Sincerely
Meer Hossain

Message from CEO
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Background
Back in 2017 when the Rohingya Refugee crisis erupted, over 1 million Refugees 
fleed from their country Myanmar in escape from the terrible genocide and ethnic 
cleansing that was occuring. These refugees scattered, running wherever they could 
for asylum and the place where most refugees ended up was Cox Bazaar, Bangla-
desh. Many camps developed and around 1.3 million refugees are currently residing 
there. Many organizations from around the world rushed to their aid and that is how 
BASMAH formed. From there the organization grew to the extent you see now, where 
we have multiple permanent projects inside the camps and we are providing aid in 
many fields, changing the lives of many.
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Recognition

About Us

Vision Mission

BASMAH(Bangladesh American Society 
of Muslim Aid for Humanity) is 501 (c)(3) 

registered non profit organization primarily based in Florida, 
USA mainly working in Bangladesh with the 
Rohingya Refugees and local communities 

in need. BASMAH is also registered in Bangladesh 
as a foreign NGO officially approved by the

 government. Basmah has also
 had some projects in the USA.  

Brighten a Life, Change The World
If you Brighten a Life you Change

 a World. Then that individual will continue 
to brighten the lives of everyone around them. 

BASMAH is determined to 
brighten as many lives as it can.  

Our Vision is to empower people and 
enable them to help themselves and their
 communities.  Short-term help is great but

 long-term stability is the goal.  Our projects are 
developed with hope of long-term growth 

for communities all over the world

BASMAH is officially registered with the
 Bangladesh government as a foreign NGO, 

registration no: 3325. BASMAH has also
 recieved the Special Consultative Status from 

the United Nations ECOSOC.
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OUR IMPACT IN 2022
for Rohingya refugees & communities in Bangladesh 

Education

Emergency 
Relief

Medical Care

Sheltering 
the Homeless 

Learning 
Center

Modern Skills
Training

Winter Relief

Clean Water 

Ramadan Ifter

Empowering 
Women

Qurbani

Orphan Care 

Food For 
Hungry

Basmah has provided free medical treatment 
including dental, and medication to 100,000 people. 

Basmah has established facilities to educate 
over 900 students at no cost to them on a daily basis.

Basmah has helped 80 women to reenter
society capable of caring for their family 
and is training 45 women currently.

Basmah has built over 200 clean water wells from the
ground which is a permanent source of safe water for 
the surrounding beneficiaries.

Basmah has established a new facility where 
we train youth with modern developmental skills
to enter society as a highly functional adult.

Basmah has clothed and spread warmth to 30,000
families in the past winter by distributing neccessary 
supplies inside the Refugee camps and outside.

Basmah responded to 3 disasters delivering 
emergency assistance to more than 40,000 people.

 Basmah currently hosts 200 orphans full time
shelter, and sustenance entirely

Basmah is currently educating more than 500 
Rohingya children within the Refugee camps 

on a regular basis to help them recover.

Basmah provided Iftar food boxes to
80,000 families for the month of Ramadan.

BASMAH also provided Qurbani meat to 
14,000 Rohingya and poor families 

(about 70,000 people)

Basmah has a combined total 
of 8,000 including hot meals and food packets.

Basmah has built 150 homes to shelter families 
within the Refugee camps and 

people from the streets.

Annual Report 2022
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Medical
Care

BASMAH provides free medical 
treatment at our medical centers 
to prevent diseases and elimi-
nate illnesses. From the diagno-
sis to prescription we provide 
services to cover all the necessi-
ties of our patients. BASMAH 
also aims to improve hygiene 
and sanitation improvement 
especially in the Refugee camps 
where living conditions are below 
standard.

Annual Report 2022
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Total Patients treated

 Camp14, Rohingya Refugee
 Camp 26, Rohingya Refugee
Sonargaon, Naryanganj

100,000
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In addition to covering all basic medical needs of the Rohingya Refugees we also 
provide Dental services in the Dental care center operated by our specialized staff. 
Dental care is a crucial service for the underprivileged and often overlooked, which is 
why we use top of the line equipment and ensure the best treatment possible.

Annual Report 2022

Dental Care
Camp14, Rohingya Refugee
Camp 26, Rohingya Refugee
Binnipara, Sonargaon, Naryanganj Dental Patients Treated

10,500
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Education

BASMAH is very dedicated to 
ensuring self-sustainability and 
improvement in the coming gen-
eration of the less fortunate. The 
first way to accomplish this is by 
education. We offer free educa-
tion to children so that they can 
grow up to be functional mem-
bers of society and slowly break 
out of the cycle of poverty with 
their own capabilities. BASMAH 
follows the standard curriculum 
and also participates in mental 
health education & awareness. 
Uniforms, bags, snacks, and all 
school material are provided by 
BASMAH for no cost.
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 900
enrolled in education

Nunertek ,  Narayanganj
Barerpar, Mymensingh 

Camp 14, Block A-3 , Cox’s Bazar
Camp 01, Block C-1, Cox’s Bazar
Camp 14, Block E-3, Cox’s Bazar
Camp 13, Block A-6 , Cox’s Bazar
Camp 14, Block D-1, Cox’s Bazar
Camp 13, Block G-3, Cox’s Bazar
ChorDusmara, Kaunia, Rangpur
Sanmandi, Sonargaon,Naraynganj
Arabpur, Jashore
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One of the crises faced particularly by women, is when they lose their fathers or hus-
bands and are suddenly responsible to take care of their children. Living in poverty, 
these women are not experienced enough to survive this dilemma on their own which is 
why BASMAH has multiple women empowerment centers where we train, educate, and 
assist women to start their own business and create their own income so they can be 
independent and care for their children. BASMAH also has employment programs for 
them after graduation.

Annual Report 2022

Women Empowerment

Chordusmara, Rangpur
Camp 26, Rohingya Refugee
Arabpur, Jashore

Self sufficient 
women graduated

8012
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Orphan
Care

Many Rohingya children have 
lost their parents in the terrible 
genocide they escaped. They are 
innocent and they do not 
deserve this treatment. BASMAH 
has multiple orphan centers 
where we care for these children 
and provide them all the support 
the need for a healthy upbringing 
so they can move forward from 
their trauma and adapt to a 
normal life. 
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Orphans taken 
care of full time

200
Nunertek ,  Narayanganj
Barerpar, Mymensingh 

Rohingay refugee camp, Cox’s Bazar
ChorDusmara, Kaunia, Rangpur
Sanmandi, Sonargaon,Naraynganj
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Hunger and malnutrition is rampant in Bangladesh and with the dense population 
residing in the Refugee camps there is always room to help with food provisions. 
BASMAH has distributed food boxes which cover the needs of families for weeks 
during Ramadan and Qurbani. BASMAH also provides fresh hot meals to underprivi-
leged locals and the Rohingya Refugees with the goal of alleviating hunger.

Food Services
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20 Different
Location in Bangladesh Total Beneficiaries

158,00015



Ramadan Food

Feed The Hungry
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Iftar food packet 
Beneficiaries

20 Different
Location in Bangladesh

80,000

Qurbani Meat 
Beneficiaries

06 Different
Location in Bangladesh

70,000

food packet 
Beneficiaries

02  Different
Location in Bangladesh

8,000

Qurbani Meat 
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The Rohingya Refugee camps are in the hilly areas near the coast. They are sub-
ject to flash floods, and landslides, like other areas of Bangladesh which results 
in many tents and homes being lost. BASMAH aims to help the families and 
people who have no choice but to live on the streets under rags which is why we 
are building durable shelters in multiple areas based on need so there can be 
more people with a roof above their head.

Sheltering the homeless

Annual Report 2022

Camp 17 & 22, Rohingya refugee
Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh.
Sonmandi, Sonargaon, Naryanganj
Chordusmara, Kaunia, Rangpur Homes built for families

15017
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Natural disasters and accidents 
occur. Bangladesh is an underde-
veloped country so in these 
cases it is very difficult to prepare 
and respond. In 2022 the sylhet 
region in Bangladesh sufferred 
from floods and there were also 
two major container fire inci-
dents. Basmah was present for 
both of them. We immediately 
sent out and emergency 
response team who was pre-
pared to distribute all sorts of 
relief aid that was neccessary at 
the incidents.

Emergency
Response
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40,000 

Emergency Relief 
Recipients

Sylhet District
Chittagong District

Flood Response 

Fire Blast Response
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BASMAH has a goal to empower the communities who are currently dependent 
on relief aid. We provide free training to the youth so they can rejoin society 
with skills and capabilities as a functional member and eventually change the 
lives of their surroundings. Through this project BASMAH intends to change the 
structure of many underprivileged communities.

Modern Skills Training
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50 
Youths graduated 
with modern skills

Sonargaon, Naryanganj
Chordusmara, Kaunia, Rangpur20



 Warmth
 in Winter

Within the Rohingya Refugee camps 
and for the poverty stricken in Ban-
gladesh, winter is a deadly season. 
Living in makeshift tents and being 
homeless these people suffer the 
most as they also do not have appro-
priate clothing to survive the relent-
less weather. BASMAH distributed 
winter provisions within the camps 
and for the underserved locals who 
need it the most throughout the 
whole season of winter with the 
intent to make life easier for them.

Annual Report 2022
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Over 20 Different
Location in Bangladesh Winter supplies provided

30,000
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Water is a necessity of life and it is a resource many cannot take for granted. 
BASMAH focuses on building clean water wells for surrounding communities 
where there is a lack of access to safe drinkable water so they can avoid contami-
nated sources like ponds from which illnesses and diseases spread easily. We 
build a permanent structure that will remain as a source of water for many years 
to come.

Clean Water
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200 
Clean Water Wells built

Over 20 Different
Districts in Bangladesh
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Eid Gift

Basmah works closely in the Rohing-
ya Refugee camps throughout the 
whole year and we are always work-
ing hard to keep them happy. One of 
the happiest days for us in the year 
is Eid. It is very heartbreaking that 
the Rohingya Refugees can barely 
celebrate this festival due to the 
terrible situation they are facing. 
However, Basmah is there for them 
and we want to change this. We 
want to restore their lives to normal 
and take away any feelings of depri-
vation for them which is why every 
Eid we give out gifts to the Rohignya 
Refugees in the camps so they can 
feel special. We give children toys 
and clothes and other beneficial 
presents.

Annual Report 2022
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11 Different Location
 in Bangladesh Eid gifts provided

2,000



Our Accreditations/ Partnerships

NGO Registration Certificate



@Basmah Empowers

www.basmah.org info@basmah.org 561-945-3313

Bangladesh American Society of Muslim Aid for Humanity

P.O. Box 272587,
Boca Raton FL 33427 U.S.A

Basmah, 4740 14th St-T3 
(Epic Suites), Plano, TX, 75074


